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*‘s look: - Run-and-jump action - Colorful and retro style - Platformer game - Make your jump with the motion controller You look like a little
guy, but you are a super hero. You are clever, reckless, fearless, and adventurous. - Trailers: Key Features: - Three different worlds: - Underground
temple - Desert - Jungles - And a crazy lava world! - Lots of many enemies (monkeys, witches, ghosts, trolls, seals, wizards, and many more) -
Keep your balance as long as possible! - Awesome combinations of jumps and jigsaws - Awesome music - Make your jump with the motion
controller. - Supports Steam Trading Cards - Steam Trading Cards Release date: 28.10.2017 - And the project already has a graphic designer ready
to add it to your Steam store page. See what other people say about YAGZZ! Version 1.9.1 17.12.2017 - Fixed the bug that sometimes the game
could freeze - Added the description and pictures of the game to the in-game store Version 1.9 15.12.2017 - Added Apple Game Center - Changed
the special in-game music - Fixed the bug that sometimes the game could freeze Version 1.8.1 05.12.2017 - Fixed the bug that sometimes the game
could freeze - Fixed the bug that sometimes the game could freeze - Fixed the bug that sometimes the game could freeze - Fixed the bug that
sometimes the game could freeze Version 1.8 04.12.2017 - New Halloween costumes available: Flaming Skull, Vampire, Zombie - New
Halloween levels - New Halloween backgrounds - New Halloween special music - New Halloween prizes - New Halloween Achievements (if you
want to have it for the Steam achievements) - New Halloween Steam Trading Cards Version 1.7

Smaller Features Key:
 Begin your quest!
 Play enjoyably fast game, Full of Action and Excitement!
Can you solve this mystery with limited hints in short time?
 Simple Game play, Easy, Enjoyable and High Quality Graphics for everyone.

Features, screenshots and Wallpapers:
Now with : Progress Quest and more to come!
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I've tried it in chrome and firefox, other browsers don't work. Please note that code is clean and i didn't modify any files.
Here is an original form in html if that helps I've also tried the code in a new test.php file and it worked but displayed the
same problem.
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